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Abstract Manuscript Information 

 

Understanding how people behave in crowded places is an important endeavor with several 

uses, like controlling the spread of COVID-19 or other diseases that spread through contact. 

An in-depth study of crowd scene analysis methods, including both crowd counting and 

crowd activity detection, is included in this survey article. This article fills the gap by 

exhaustively examining the spectrum up to contemporary deep learning techniques, 

whereas current studies frequently focus primarily on certain aspects or traditional 

approaches. The paper proposes the innovative idea of Crowd Divergence (CD) evaluation 

as a matrix for evaluating crowd scene analysis approaches, which was motivated by 

information theory. Contrary to conventional measurements, CD quantifies the agreement 

between expected and observed crowd count distributions. This paper makes three key 

contributions: an examination of readily available crowd scene datasets, the use of CD for 

thorough technique evaluation, and a thorough examination of crowd scene methodologies. 

The investigation starts with conventional computer vision methods, closely examining 

density estimates, detection, and regression strategies. Convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs) become effective tools as deep learning progresses, as seen by new models like 

ADCrowdNet and PDANet, which make use of attention mechanisms and structured feature 

representation. To evaluate algorithmic effectiveness, a variety of benchmark datasets, 

including ShanghaiTech, UCF CC 50, and UCSD, are carefully examined. Computer 

vision's exciting and challenging topic of "crowd scene analysis" has numerous 

applications, from crowd control to security surveillance. This survey article offers a 

comprehensive viewpoint on crowd scene analysis, bringing several approaches under a 

single heading and presenting the CD measure to guarantee reliable assessment. This article 

provides a complete resource for researchers and practitioners alike through an elaborate 

investigation of methods, datasets, and cutting-edge evaluation approaches, paving the way 

for improved crowd scene analysis techniques across a variety of fields. 
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1. Introduction: 

The study of crowd scene analysis involves examining the 

behavior of people in groups in the same physical space [1]. It 

usually entails counting the number of people, in regions 

tracking their movements and identifying their behaviors. This 

type of analysis has applications. One such application is 

controlling the spread of COVID 19 by guaranteeing separation 

in public spaces such as malls and parks [2]. Additionally, it helps 

to maintain security on Muslim pilgrimages, carnivals, New 

Year's Eve celebrations, and sporting events. [3, 4]. Surveillance 

camera systems may detect behaviors within groups of 

individuals using automatic crowd scene analysis [5]. 

Additionally analyzing crowd scenes in places like train stations, 

supermarkets and shopping malls can provide insights, into 

crowd movement patterns. Identify design flaws. These studies 

contribute to improving safety considerations [6, 7]. 

As was previously shown, it is crucial to analyze crowd scenes, 

consequently, a number of survey articles have been proposed. 

The survey articles that are now available either mandate the 

application of conventional computer vision techniques for the 

examination of crowd situations or focus on a particular facet of 

crowd analysis, as in crowd counts. [8,9]. This overview article 

seeks to offer a thorough examination from the development of 

tools for crowd scene analysis to the latest advancements in deep 

learning [10,11]. Crowd activity recognition and crowd counting 

are the two main elements of crowd analysis, which are both 

included in this survey. 

Crowd scene analysis is when we look at how many people are 

in a certain area. This is important for things like surveillance, 

planning cities, and keeping the public safe. This survey explores 

different ways of counting crowds, from traditional techniques 

to the more advanced method called deep learning. This text tells 

us about different ways to figure out how many people live in 

different places. It talks about the good and bad things about 

these methods and what they can teach us [12,13]. 

The survey starts by analyzing traditional ways of seeing and 

understanding things using computers. Three categories can be 

used to group these techniques: techniques for estimating 

density, methods that detect, and methods that predict. Density 

estimation methods help create density maps, which make it 

easier to see where the crowd is concentrated and reduce 

mistakes in counting. Detection-based techniques work by 

finding certain body parts like heads or shoulders. Regression-

based methods, on the other hand, use regression models to 

convert basic features into counts. The advantages and 

disadvantages of each method are carefully investigated. The 

survey introduces a new method called deep learning. It focuses 

on a type of technology called convolutional neural networks. 

This change has made crowd analysis better by allowing us to 

count people faster and more accurately, even in complicated 

situations. This text talks about the importance of models like 

ADCrowdNet, PDANet, and DSSINet. These models show us 

how hierarchical structures, attention mechanisms, and 

generative adversarial networks (GANs) can be useful in 

counting crowds. Datasets are very important in influencing 

progress in research. UCSD, WorldExpo'10, UCF_CC_50, 

ShanghaiTech Part A and B, and other well-known datasets are 

all examined in this study. It shows different crowd sizes, types 

of scenes, and difficulties. These datasets show that there is a 

need for research methods that can handle the complex and 

varied situations we encounter in real-life crowds. 

 

2. Crowd Counting 

Crowd counting refers to determining how many people reside 

in a specific area. The subsections go through various 

approaches to estimating the population density of a given 

geographic area. To be thorough, we first discuss conventional 

computer vision techniques before reviewing deep learning-

based techniques. A block diagram for crowd counting with deep 

learning has several blocks that each represent a part of the 

system. Graphical tools are used to graphically illustrate this 

structure in real-world circumstances. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: General Block Diagram of Crowd Counting 

 

The above diagram starts by using an input (an image or video), 

then does feature extraction and pre-processing, which includes 

scaling and normalizing the picture. To identify different 

characteristics in the picture, the Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) is employed. The collected characteristics are then 

examined for crowd counting using a Deep Learning Model 

(RNN/LSTM/Transformer). The crowd count and potential extra 

scene analysis findings are represented in the output. This 

procedure makes sure that data analysis is reliable and effective. 

 

2.1. Conventional Techniques for Computer Vision 

Through the linear mapping of local patch features to their 

respective objects, the author constructed density maps. In 

situations when there are several things, this problem 

formulation minimizes the difficulty of dissecting each object for 

counting purposes and the potential for counting mistakes. To 

count the objects in terms of the number in the image, this 

method integrates local batches throughout [14]. 

The loss function was relied upon to create the density map, 

where it (maximizes the regularized risk quadratic cost function) 
[15]. Cutting-plane optimization was used to complete the 

solution [16]. The work in was improved by Pham et al. in by 

learning nonlinear mapping. They voted on the density of several 

target items using random forest regression [17, 18]. They also 

achieved performance in real time, and an alternative to mapping 

dense features and creating a density map computed the 

embedding of subspaces created by image patches. 
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An approach for density estimation that is scale- and resolution-

invariant was suggested by Sirmacek et al. In order to ascertain 

probability density functions (pdfs) [19] of various places in 

successive frames, this technique uses Gaussian symmetric 

kernel functions [20]. The number of people per spot is then 

estimated using the value of the generated PDFS. The three 

primary categories of the conventional crowd-counting approach 

are listed in the Table 1. 

There are many researchers used Detection-Based Approaches 

to study crowded sence analysis like, Early methods, like those 

in [21], relied on detectors to locate heads or shoulders to 

numbering persons in a crowd. Typically, calculating using 

detection uses either parts-based or monolithic detection. 

Pedestrian detection methods for monolithic detection, such as 

optical flow [22], oriented gradient histogram (HOG), Typically, 

the detection is based on particle movement, shapelets, edgelets, 

and Haar wavelets. Nonlinear classifiers like the Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) are then fed the characteristics collected from 

the earlier detectors, although at a slow rate. Typically, linear 

SVM, via forests, or boosting are linear classifiers that provide a 

compromise between accuracy and speed [23]. After then, it 

moved the classifier around the whole image to identify 

prospects and exclude those who are less certain. The sliding 

results show the number of people in attendance. 

When the partial occlusion problem [24] arises, the earlier 

approaches are unable to handle it; as a result, part-based 

detection is used. Instead of focusing on the entire body, Similar 

to the head and shoulders, specific body parts are the subject of 

part-based detection. It is believed that part-based detection is 

more trustworthy than monolithic detection. Humans were 

modelled using ellipsoids based on 3D shapes, and a stochastic 

approach was used to determine the arrangement of numbers and 

shapes that most clearly describes a divided foreground item. 

Later, Ge et al expanded the same concept using a Bernoulli form 

prototype and a Bayesian marked point process (MPP) [25]. The 

Markov chain Monte Carlo was utilized by Zhao et al. To benefit 

from temporal coherence in 3D human models between 

successive frames [26]. 

Even when part-based or detection-based counting yields 

findings that are satisfactory, they fall short in densely populated 

areas and where there is significant occlusion. Regression 

counting tries to address the prior issues. This approach typically 

consists of two key parts. The first part of the process is obtaining 

low-level features, including gradient, edge, texture, and 

foreground features. The second step entails applying a 

regression function, such as linear, piecewise, ridge, or Gaussian 

process regression, to transform the gathered features into 

counts, as in figure 1 depicts this method's whole workflow [27]. 

A multi-feature by York et al, the technique was proposed for 

accurate crowd counting. They combined many features, such as 

head locations, SIFT interest points, Fourier interest points, 

uneven and nonhomogeneous texture, into one overall feature 

descriptor. Then, a multi-scale Markov Random Field (MRF) 

was utilized using this global descriptor to estimate counts,. 

Also, the authors included a brand-new dataset (UCF-CC-50). 

Regression-based techniques usually yield respectable 

outcomes, but because they rely on a global count, they lack 

spatial information. [28,29] 

 

2.2. The Deep Learning Methodologies 

Similar to neural networks (NNs), convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs) include learnable weights and biases, as well as neurons 

and receptive fields. The output of every responsive field's 

convolution operation is supplied to a function of nonlinearity 

when it receives a batch of inputs. (ReLU, Sigmoid, etc.). Since 

CNN assumes that the input image is RGB, rich information is 

acquired by the hidden layers, improving the overall network's 

performance (classifier and hidden layers together). This 

structure provides advantages in terms of accuracy and speed 

because there are multiple elements to identify in the 

photographs of the crowd scene. Networks that receive an input 

image and immediately produce the desired output are known as 

end-to-end networks [30]. Some of the articles that examined 

crowd scene analysis with deep learning approaches are listed 

below: - 

 

1. The study offers a review of the literature on crowd analysis 

using deep learning methods in the context of intelligent 

video surveillance. The study focuses on numerous crowd 

analysis topics, such as crowd analysis, object recognition, 

action recognition, and violence detection. The study 

analyzes several deep learning techniques regarding their 

models and algorithms because most of the publications it 

reviews are based on deep learning methods. The report also 

touches on the technological implementation of various 

crowd video analysis techniques and emphasizes the 

demand for real-time processing in this field [31]. 

 

2. For crowd scene analysis, the research suggests a 

Compressed Sensing Output Encoding (CSOE) strategy that 

enhances localisation performance in densely populated 

situations without significant scale variation. Multiple 

Dilated Convolution Branches (MDCB), which provide 

various receptive field sizes, are introduced in this research 

to help localization accuracy when object sizes vary 

significantly in a picture. The research also introduces an 

Adaptive Receptive Field Weighting (ARFW) module that 

emphasizes informative channels with the right receptive 

field size to address the scale variation problem. 

Experiments show that the suggested technique, especially 

in densely populated settings, reaches cutting-edge 

performance on four popular datasets. The study emphasizes 

the significance of addressing target size variation in crowd 

analysis and contends that crowd localization can be 

effectively achieved by modelling it as regression in 

encoding signal space for crowd analysis [32]. 

 

3. A literature review of profound learning-based approaches 

to analyzing crowded environments, with a focus on crowd 

measurement and identification of crowd behavior, is 

presented in the publication: "Deep Learning-Based Crowd 

Scene Analysis Survey". The study examines crowd scene 

datasets as well, which are crucial for training and assessing 
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crowd scene analysis techniques. The research also suggests 

an appraisal score for methods of crowd scene analysis. This 

statistic calculates the contrast between crowd counts that 

are calculated and those that are observed in crowd scene 

videos [33]. 

 

4. In high-population cities where big crowds in public spaces 

pose issues for safety and transit, the study focuses on 

machine and deep learning for crowd analytics. Existing 

crowd analytics techniques are problem-specific and 

difficult to adapt to other videos. More training examples 

drawn from a variety of videos are needed. The goal of the 

research is to examine various scene crowd analytics using 

conventional and deep learning models while weighing the 

benefits and drawbacks of each strategy. Large datasets are 

needed for training and evaluating deep learning models and 

techniques. Manual annotations and a growing variety of 

videos and images are used to collect datasets. The paper 

offers a variety of deep learning models and training 

methods for feature modeling in crowd analytics [34]. 

 

5. In 2018, C. Santhini1 and V. Gomathi concentrated on 

crowd scene analysis, a critical step in comprehending 

crowded scenes. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 

and deep learning models are suggested by the authors as 

tools for assessing crowd scenes. They want to develop 

maps of crowd density and estimate how many individuals 

are in a crowd. Estimating the crowd size in very dense 

groups is important for video surveillance and anomaly 

warning, according to the report. The authors note the 

difficulties with the current approaches, including the 

scarcity of training samples, serious obstructions, disorderly 

scenes, and perspective changes. They contend that CNNs, 

deep learning networks, perform better in determining 

crowd size and density. The usage of Lucas Kanade optical 

flow is also mentioned in the paper for locating 

displacement vectors between adjacent frames and 

sequencing 3D volume video slices. The authors created an 

attribute set with 94 attributes using a neural crowd dataset 

made up of 100 films from 800 crowd scenarios [35]. 

 

6. In 2019, Wang Zhiyu, Yang Jiaxin, and Yang Jiaye 

proposed a deep learning-based scene analysis system and 

method. A cloud AI platform and a data-collecting 

subsystem make up the system. While the cloud AI platform 

has modules for face recognition, facial expression analysis, 

speech recognition, voice analysis, and complete analysis, 

the data acquisition subsystem collects photos and audio. 

The system makes use of deep learning technology to 

deliver precise recognition results for facial expressions, 

voice semantics, and intonations. The technique enables 

simultaneous speech and facial identification, guaranteeing 

speed and accuracy of findings. This method considerably 

enhances scene analysis technology [36]. 

 

 

7. P. Mahesha et al. discuss applying deep learning models to 

criminal justice scene investigation in 2021, particularly in 

terms of producing phrases that describe the crime scene 

based on photographs. Since there isn't a recognized dataset 

accessible specifically for crime scene photos, the suggested 

method involves training the (MSCOCO), are models on a 

large dataset. The models get 9 separate segments of the 

crime scene photos and process each segment individually 

to produce 9 phrases that describe the scene of the crime. 

The study mentions three deep learning models—the 

Inceptionv3-LSTM network, the VGG-16-LSTM network, 

and the ResNet-50-LSTM network—that are utilized to 

generate sentences. The BLEU scores of these models are 

0.1771, 0.11, and 0.1784, in that order. With a 14.8% vote 

difference, the Inceptionv3-LSTM model was favored by 

customers over the ResNet-50-LSTM model. [37].  

 

8. In 2021, R. Abinaya et al. concentrated on the application 

using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for deep 

learning classifier for categorizing ambient event sounds 

based on extracted MFCC features. The experiment's 

findings demonstrate that, with a high classification 

accuracy of 90.65%, the proposed MFCC-CNN outperforms 

other existing methods. The cornerstone for classifying 

acoustic data is feature extraction, according to the literature 

review section. Based on temporal resolution, it divides 

feature extraction into three subcategories: frame-level 

features, segment-level features, and texture windows. 

Local characteristics are described by frame-level features, 

which are generated from short analysis frames/windows 

with sample sizes ranging from 10ms to 100ms. Examples 

include spectral, cepstral, and temporal features including 

roll-off, flatness, ZCR, time energy, LPC, LPCC, and 

MFCC. features at the segment level Compared to frame-

level features, these features have larger analysis windows 

and capture the sound's textural qualities [38]. 

 

9. Using deep learning methods, Xiaogang Wang and Chen 

Change Loyin 2017, proposed scene-independent crowd 

analysis. It draws attention to the shortcomings of scene-

specific previous efforts and suggests the use of general 

deep models that can be applied to a variety of crowd 

settings without the need for retraining. Numerous crowd 

analysis topics are covered in the study, includes an estimate 

of crowd density, crowd attribute recognition, and crowd 

counting. It introduces some freshly created large-scale 

datasets and highlights how crucial large-scale training sets 

are for advancing deep learning. The difficulties of 

annotating crowd datasets and boosting scene diversity are 

also covered in the paper. It offers various deep neural 

network topologies and instruction methods for acquiring 

feature representations for crowd analysis [39]. 
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Table 1: Crowded Scene Analysis by Deep Learning Comparison Table 

 

REF

. 
Conclusions Results Methods Used Limitations Contributions Practical Implications 

[31] 

Techniques for analyzing 
intelligent surveillance video 

were reviewed - Crowd 
analysis is difficult because 

of how big and shifting the 

crowd is. 

N/A 

Deep Learning 

techniques - 
alternatives to 

deep learning 
(not specified) 

Understanding the 
underlying 

concepts can be 

difficult with deep 
learning models. - 

Limited 
comprehension of 

video crowd 

behavior. 

Crowd analysis using 

deep learning 
techniques - Using 

deep learning in 
surveillance videos 

Provides methods for deep 

learning to analyze crowds. 

focuses on difficulties with 
real- time processing and 

abnormal event 
identification in congested 

settings 

[32] 

The CSOE technique 

enhances crowd localization 
in densely populated 

environments Accurate 

localization is improved with 
MDCB and ARFW modules. 

Reaches cutting-

edge 

performance 
across four 

popular datasets - 

Excellent 
outcomes in busy 

environments 

Multiple Dilated 

Convolution 

Branches 
(CSOE) method 

for Compressed 

Sensing-based 
Output Encoding 

(MDCB) 

N/A 

Developed Multiple 
Dilated Convolution 

Branches (MDCB) and 

Adaptive Receptive 
Field Weighting 

(ARFW) module for 

Compressed Sensing 
based Output 

Encoding (CSOE) 

scheme. 

Improves accuracy in 

crowd analysis with varied 

item sizes - Boosts 
localization performance in 

densely populated scenes 

[34] 

We evaluate deep learning- 
based approaches to crowd 

counting and crowd action 

detection. - There is a 
suggested assessment metric 

for crowd scene analysis 

techniques. 

An assessment 

metric for crowd 

scene analysis 
methods is 

proposed in a 

survey of deep 
learning-based 

techniques. 

Crowd tally 

Recognition of 
crowd behavior 

Heavy occlusion, 
intricate activities, 

and altered 

posture- N/A 

An assessment metric 

for crowd scene 
analysis algorithms is 

proposed in a survey 

of deep learning-based 
methods. 

Automatic crowd 

management, counting, 

security, and tracking - 
Crowd scene analysis 

method evaluation metric. 

[36] 

system for analyzing scenes 

using deep learning. 

Recognition outcomes are 

quicker and more precise. 

Face expressions 

have an impact 
on recognition 

Results of voice 

semantic and 

intonation 

recognition 

Face recognition 

technique using 

deep learning. 

Deep learning 

voice recognition 
technology 

N/A 

system for analyzing 

scenes using deep 

learning. Recognition 

of voice semantics, 

intonations, and facial 
expressions 

improved video 
surveillance crowd counts. 

Improved assessment of 

population density in 

crowded situations 

[37] N/A 

Identification of 
rehearsing issues 

quickly and 

accurately 
Provides 

additional tools 

and data support 
for on- site 

commanding 

Using deep 
learning to find 

errors. System 

for creating 
simulation data 

during practice 

N/A 

Method for detecting 
errors using deep 

learning. method for 

simulating practice and 
producing simulation 

data 

Quick and accurate 
detection of rehearsing 

issues. provides additional 

tools and information to 
support on-site 

commanding 

[38] 

Analysis of crowd scenes 
using deep learning networks 

is useful. 94 attribute 

convolutional crowd dataset 
is utilized 

Crowd scene 

analysis with a 
deep learning 

model using a 

convolutional 
crowd dataset 

with 94 attributes 

Deep learning 
model using 

convolutional 

neural networks 
(CNN) 

Absence of 

training samples, 

significant 

obstacles, chaotic 

surroundings, and 

perspective shift 

Convolution neural 
networks are 

introduced for crowd 

scene interpretation, 

and crowd counting, 

and density map 

estimation are 
suggested 

-improved video 
surveillance crowd counts. 

Improved assessment of 

population density in 
crowded situations 

[39] 

Three deep learning 

algorithms for creating 

sentences are suggested 
ResNet-50- LSTM model is 

favored over Inceptionv3- 
LSTM model 

ResNet-50- 

LSTM model is 

chosen above 
Inceptionv3- 

LSTM model 
according to 

BLEU scores of 

0.1771, 0.11, and 
0.1784. 

ResNet-50- 

LSTM network, 

Inceptionv3- 
LSTM network, 

and VGG-16- 
LSTM network 

No known dataset 

for training on 

crime scene 
photos is 

available, and it is 
challenging to 

capture even the 

smallest aspects of 
crime scenes. 

Deep learning models 

used for crime scene 

analysis segmenting 
crime scene photos 

and training models on 
large dataset 

aids in the analysis of 
crime scene photographs 

produces complex 
sentences regarding crime 

scenes 

 

3. Crowd Scene Datasets 

Crowd scene algorithms can be trained and tested on a variety of 

datasets, as indicated in Table 2. The ShanghaiTec dataset is the 

most used, particularly in deep learning algorithms [40]. There are 

1198 photos with annotations, including street view images and 

internet images. The 108 security cameras that were watching 

Shanghai WorldExpo 2010 produced the WorldExpo'10 dataset 
[35]. There are 1132 annotated video clips in this collection. There 
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are 50 annotated crowd frames in the UCF dataset _CC 50 [27]. 

Due to the wide variation in crowd sizes and scenario types, this 

dataset is one of the most difficult to analyze. The crowd size 

typically ranges from 94 to 4543 people. 2000 annotated photos 

with a dimension of 158 by 238 pixels each make up the UCSD 

dataset [25]. The maximum number of persons is 46, and each 

object has a label in the middle that indicates the ground truth. 

There are varied densities in the mall [26]. There are also a variety 

of static and dynamic activity patterns. 

 
Table 2:  Datasets specifications 

 

 
 

4. Discussion 

Crowd scene analysis is a crucial field in public safety, 

surveillance, urban planning, and event management. It has been 

instrumental in maintaining social distancing during the COVID-

19 pandemic, ensuring security during mass events, and 

enhancing public safety in crowded spaces. The survey explores 

How crowd scene analysis has evolved techniques, starting with 

traditional computer vision methods and transitioning to deep 

learning methodologies. Traditional methods, such as density 

estimation, detection-based approaches, and regression-based 

methods, have limitations in densely populated scenarios. 

However, the accuracy of activity recognition and crowd 

counting have been transformed since the advent of 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The survey 

emphasizes the need for continued research and development of 

new methods to handle complex situations in real-life crowd 

scenes. As urbanization and large crowd events become more 

common, the demand for effective crowd analysis techniques 

will increase. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Crowd scene analysis is a crucial field with applications in public 

safety, surveillance, urban planning, and event management. 

Traditional computer vision methods, such as density maps and 

regression-based methods, struggle in densely populated areas. 

Deep learning approaches, particularly convolutional neural 

networks, have revolutionized crowd scene analysis, showing 

exceptional performance in crowd counting and activity 

recognition. Crowd scene datasets, such as ShanghaiTech, 

WorldExpo'10, UCF_CC_50, and UCSD, are essential for 

training and evaluating crowd analysis algorithms. 

 

 

 

6. Future Directions  

This survey provides an overview of crowd scene analysis 

techniques, there are a number of interesting avenues for further 

study. The first is to improve the robustness of crowd analysis 

methods, particularly in handling complex scenarios with severe 

occlusion, variable lighting conditions, and diverse crowd 

behaviors. The second is to optimize deep learning models for 

real-time processing, ensuring accuracy without sacrificing 

accuracy. The third is to explore multimodal analysis, combining 

information from various sensors to provide a holistic 

understanding of crowd scenes. The fourth is to address privacy 

and ethical concerns, exploring techniques for anonymizing data 

and ensuring the responsible use of crowd analysis tools. The 

fifth is to explore human-AI collaboration in crowd management 

and security, integrating AI insights with human judgment. 
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